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Pancake Games is a new NFT gaming platform community token 
that connects various NFT projects and PancakeGames holders 
with a variety of content.

What is Pancake Games



Cross-reviews and strategies by professional 
gamers, critics, and YouTubers will be open to 
the public
Pancake Games allows professional gamers and critics to 
evaluate NFT games that they have actually played. In addition, 
they will publish their strategies and methods for playing NFT 
games. These ratings and strategies are only available to 
Pancake Games holders.

IDO for NFT games, pre-sale
Pancake Games will be developing an IDO platform for NFT 
games in the future. Not all the currencies are available for the 
sale, but will give priority to those games that have been highly 
rated by users.

Use cases are as follows.

What is Pancake Games



Will host the NFT events, game contest, and 
conference
Pancake Games will be collaborating with the NFT game 
projects that we have partnered with to create a variety of 
interactive content for Pancake Games users, and we will be 
holding regular NFT game competitions and contests to promote 
and raise awareness.

NFT Marketplace
Pancake Games users will have priority in purchasing rare items 
(NFTs) that can be used in the game. Exclusive NFTs from other 
platforms will also be available in Pancake Games.

Use cases are as follows.

What is Pancake Games



Everyday and every time, Pancake Games will be changing and evolving.

PancakeGames holders will be able to vote, request 
changes, and request for new NFT game IDOs.
Holders of governance tokens will also be given priority 
to participate in IDOs and will be rewarded with NFTs that 
can be used in new NFT games.

Governance token and voting



“Gacha” refers to a virtual luck-based mechanic where the user pays to ‘spin’ or ‘roll’ the gacha and 
receives a random item.
In Pancake Games, will set this mechanic where users are able to earn the rare NFT.
We will be running a “gacha campaign" on a regular basis with our partners. This campaign will 
offer a high probability of obtaining rare NFTs.

Set the “Gacha” mechanic
to win the rare NFT



Conference
Registration

Limited Novelty
Distribution

NFT Airdrop
Participation

Will create the “User Ranking Board” 
based on the user’s usage

of the platform



There will be conferences that users can attend depending on their rank and will receive rare 
NFTs for participating.

Can participate in airdrop depending on the rank.

Able to view strategy videos and exclusive information depending on user's ranking.

Can level up ranking according to the users’ game achievement and completion.

Will get rewarded with novelty items.

Will be able to earn daily bonus by logging in.

We will be introducing a "ranking function" based on usage of the platfrom. Depending on the users 
rank, they will be able to participate in events, campaigns, exclusive gachas, and exclusive 
conferences.

Pancake Games Holder Ranking



Funded by GCAKE

Provide financial and development support for new game

Provide the one and only game

Introduce game creators, programmers, and sponsors

Pay fees by GCAKE

Matching game creators and developers

Commonly, most of the projects have only provided services by BtoC, but if there is a platform that 
connects creators and developers, etc., it will lead to significant growth and this is what Pancake 
Games is aiming for.

B-to-B Platform



We will also select members to create a team that can win and succeed in game competitions. We 
will support the future of these professional gamers.

Will start a project to train the next generation gamers to 
be the pros by the professional gamers.Professional 
gamers will receive support from GCAKE partners and 
holders through token. 

Training Professional Gamers and 
Forming Teams



Special NFTs will be distributed to those who participate in the tournaments. For those who 
purchase specific NFTs, they will earn an opportunity to interact with YouTubers, E-Sports groups, 
and celebrities (currently scheduled to be held online).

Host and sponsor game tournaments and partner up with 
popular YouTubers, E-Sports teams, and celebrities as 
influencers. Users will earn an opportunity to actually see 
these influencers, play the games with them, and 
interact.

Partnership with YouTuber, E-sports 



Pancake Games will be the host of game tournaments and various events that will lead to the 
recognition of Pancake Games and engagements.

Lecture by pro gamers and play directly against them
Will release strategy videos only for the holders
Users will have the privilege of getting to see your 
favorite celebrity online, get autographs, and celebrity's 
NFT.

Hosting of game tournaments and 
various events   



Will develop a system that will allow users to receive 
governance tokens for staking a certain amount of 
GCAKE. By holding this governance token, users are 
able to vote on IDOs, propose, etc. on PancakeGames.

Governance Token



In addition, with the burn mechanism at an unprecedented rate, GCAKE will be deflated in the 
short and long term.

There will not be any additional issuing of GCAKE, so the 
total supply will not increase.

Many of the recently issued tokens are made with the economic model of inflation, which will cause 
significant selling pressure in both the short and long term.
Crypto currencies such as BTC and ETH that have a mechanism to reduce selling pressure in the 
future will be more popular in the market.

Deflation & Burn



GCAKE
Symbol

10 trillion
Total Supply

ERC20
Platform

BEP20
Platform

Token



Received equity investments from 14 companies globally, including:

Famous Investor
(US)

Venture capital
 (EUR)

Advertising company
(Japan)

Crypto NFT capital
(HK)

Game company
(KOREA)

Crypto EXCHANGE

Investors

Whitelist from September 8, 2021 0:00 to September 16, 2021 24:00 (UTC)

Sale from September 18, 2021 0:00 to September 22, 2021 24:00 (UTC)

Pre-sale

1ETH 3,000,000,000 GCAKE 5ETH 16,000,000,000 GCAKE

10ETH 35,000,000,000 GCAKE Hard cap 1,000,000,000,000 GCAKE

Price

Token Sale



September 2021 Token Sale

September 2021 Uniswap listing

November 2021 Sushiswap listing

January 2022 MEXC listing

2022, after 2Q Launch of the game

Roadmap



THANK YOU

Contact Us
contact@pancakegames.finance


